
ProntoForms Joins the AppConfig Community
Development framework standardizes the deployment and management of secure mobile solutions in the enterprise

OTTAWA, Ont. - February 23, 2016 - ProntoForms Corporation (TSXV: PFM), a leading provider of mobile data collection

and analytics platforms for enterprises and small to medium sized businesses, today announced that the company has joined

the AppConfig Community. The community’s mission is to establish a common approach for enterprise app configuration and

security based on native OS standards. Now customers can more easily secure and deploy ProntoForms across any

Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) vendor without additional development required.

“We’re pleased to join the AppConfig Community of mobility partners as the framework will provide our growing base of

enterprise customers with a simplified approach to deploying secure and scalable solutions for mobile workforces,” said

Alvaro Pombo, CEO and Founder of ProntoForms. “It will also enable us to reach new enterprise customers who are

planning to deploy these integrated cloud and mobile solutions.”

“ProntoForms customers today enjoy a seamless digital workflow where field data is transmitted, shared and accessed in

real time between mobile devices, online services, and analytics systems,” continued Alvaro Pombo, CEO and Founder of

ProntoForms. “As members of the AppConfig Community, we will make it even easier for customers to manage all aspects of

our solution, and we look forward to working closely with AirWatch, VMware and other AppConfig Community EMM vendors

and app partners to leverage the new standard and deliver mobile solutions with best-in-class usability, security and

scalability to all ProntoForms enterprise customers.”

ProntoForms joins a growing list of AppConfig partners. Full list is available here: https://appconfig.org

About ProntoForms Corporation

ProntoForms is a mobile workflow platform used by more than 3,500 businesses and 50,000 subscribers to collect and

analyze field data with smartphones and tablets. Our product delivers an intuitive, secure and scalable solution for mobilizing

business processes, with a low total cost of ownership. Our customers harness the solution to increase productivity and

reduce cost, improve quality of service and mitigate risks.

ProntoForms Corporation is the winner of the 2015 Frost & Sullivan Competitive Strategy Innovation and Leadership Award

for the Mobile Forms Industry.

The Company trades on the TSXV under the symbol PFM. ProntoForms is the registered trademark of ProntoForms Inc., a

wholly owned subsidiary of ProntoForms Corporation.
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Certain information in this press release may constitute forward-looking information. For example, statements about the

Company's future growth or value are forward-looking information. This information is based on current expectations that are

subject to significant risks and uncertainties that are difficult to predict. Actual results might differ materially from results

suggested in any forward-looking statements. The Company assumes no obligation to update the forward-looking

statements, or to update the reasons why actual results could differ from those reflected in the forward looking-statements

unless and until required by securities laws applicable to the Company. Neither TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation

Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the

adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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